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Start by marking “Secrets in the Cellar” as Want to Read:
Josef Fritzl was a year-old retired engineer in Austria. He
seemed to be living a normal life with his wife, Rosemarie,
and their family—though one daughter, Elisabeth, had decades
earlier been "lost" to a religious cult.
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In the book you now hold, SECRETS IN THE CELLAR, acclaimed
author John Glatt takes a closer look at the dark secrets of
an Austrian family. St. Martin's True .
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Josef Fritzl was a year-old retired engineer in Austria. He
seemed to be living a normal life with his wife, Rosemarie,
and their family-though one daug.
The Longest Night: Secrets of the Austrian Cellar (TV Movie )
- IMDb
The Fritzl case emerged in April , when a woman named
Elisabeth Fritzl ( born 6 April . On 26 April, he released her
from the cellar along with her sons Stefan and Felix, Police
said Fritzl told investigators how to enter the basement
chamber through a small hidden door, opened by a secret
keyless entry code.
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Josef Fritzl was a year-old retired engineer in Austria. He
seemed to be living a normal life with his wife, Rosemarie,
and their family-though one daug.
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I'm not suggesting we shouldn't try to understand the why at
some point, just that at the end of the day protecting the
rest of society from immediate harm should be our main
concern. Throughout the years, three of Elisabeth's children
mysteriously appeared on the Fritzls' doorstep; Josef and
Rosemarie raised them as their .
Austrianmankeptdaughterprisonerincellarfor24yearsPolice:Austrianc
The Daily Telgraph. YouTube Elisabeth Fritzl, age The tenants
who had lived in the apartment on the first floor of the
Fritzl home also never knew what was happening right beneath
them, as Josef had explained away all sounds by blaming faulty
piping and a noisy heater.
On18MarchElisabethFritzlattendedtheseconddayofthecriminaltrialaga
Thomas.
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